14.00-14.20: Opening Session

Welcome and update on the 2019 Transport Action Plan by:

- Bruno OLIVER, Director, Fundación Transpirenaica, Government of Aragón, Chairman of the CPMR Transport Working Group
- Lucas BOSSER, Director in charge of Transport issues, CPMR

14.20-15.00 Session 1: Trans-European Network for Transport

- Introduction by Lucas BOSSER, Director in charge of Transport issues, CPMR
- Presentation of CPMR projections on ports and airports eligibility and modification of TEN-T Maps by Guillaume MORENO, Policy Analyst, CPMR
- Debate

15.00-15.30 Session 2: Sustainable and Innovative Transport

- Presentation of the outcomes of CPMR consultation on Regions’ best practices by Francesco CATTE, Policy Analyst, CPMR
- Presentations of sustainable transport projects in Regions:
  - Frederico CARDIGOS, Head of Office, Azores EU Office
  - Mona MANSOUR, Senior Adviser European Affairs, North Sweden European Office
  - Loeizig ANDRE, Policy Officer, Nouvelle Aquitaine Region
  - Alessandro PORTOGHESE, Policy Officer, Sardinia Region
- Discussion on Sustainable and Innovative Transport Seminar to be organised in 2020
15.30-15.45 Coffee Break

15.45-16.30 Session 3: Discussion on CPMR’s Policy Paper to be debated at the AGM
  · Introduction by Lucas BOSSER
  · Debate

16.30-17.00 Session 4: Aviation
  · Introduction of the Aviation Seminar to be held in Cornwall on 18 March 2020 by Francesco CATTE, Policy Analyst, CPMR
  · Presentation by Eliška MAMDANIOVÁ, State aid Transport, DG COMP

17.00-17.15 Conclusion
  · Conclusion by Bruno OLIVER and Lucas BOSSER

17.15 End of proceedings